Birch Tech is a One-Stop Resource for Antenna and
NBN™ Cabling Installers
Birch Tech provides top-quality telecommunications services to homes and businesses located in and around
Sydney District.

Whether it’s an antenna to receive free TV signals or broadband Internet for use at home or work, Birch Tech has a solution to accommodate any
need. The company has established itself as a one-stop resource and premier provider of telecommunication work.
Birch Tech provides individuals with free no-obligation quotes, antenna and broadband installations, and understands the need for quick repairs if a
problem arises. The company’s work meets all safety and legislative standards to keep clients connected to the larger world around them for business
and pleasure. All employees are police checked and the company can be reached 24/7.
An online search for “antenna installers near me” ultimately leads to Birch Tech and the company’s reputation for fast, affordable and quality work.
With the modern technology currently utilized around the globe, simply planting an aerial in the back yard or on a rooftop to receive TV signals doesn’t
work well. It requires precision alignment. Poor installation is the No. 1 cause of reception problems.
The National Broadband Network is an ambitious project and the NBN™ cabling contractors at Birch Tech are fully qualified and trained in the
installation of home and business infrastructure to facilitate broadband access. The experts are able to determine the best location for optimal
reception for everyone within a structure and provide secure installation.
An NBN technician at Birch Tech understands the intricacies of wired, wireless and satellite systems. Depending on the customer’s location, a
combination of technologies may be used. Birch Tech is able to deliver data installations in an extensive variety of situations for customer services
ranging from video conferencing to premium streaming for recreational purposes.
Birch Tech is a full-service data communication company. In addition to the complexities of antenna, broadband and satellite installations, the
technicians can install, repair and maintain security and CCTV systems, provide boosters for reception, and provide professional TV wall mounting and
home theater system installation that eliminates unsightly cords and cables.
About Birch Tech Birch Tech provides top-quality telecommunications services to homes and businesses located in and around Sydney District. The
company is an ASIAL member, a Gold Member of Australian Security Industry Association Limited, and ACRS Master Cabler. Birch Tech seeks to
create long-term relationships with every client.
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